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Man accused of being the world's biggest facilitator of child porn extradited to US

this morning.  
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Man accused of being the world's biggest facilitator of child porn extradited to US - Independ…
A man accused of being the world's biggest facilitator of child porn has extradited to the United States this
morning.

https://www.independent.ie/irish-news/courts/man-accused-of-being-the-worlds-biggest-facilitator-of-child-por…

The charges relate to images on over 100+ anonymous sites, described as ‘extremely violent, graphic &

depicting rape & torture of pre-pubescent children’ 

 

Sites have ‘thousands of members’, who have posted ‘millions of images’. 

 

Some of the children involved are infants, per FBI

Eric Eoin Marques – a US-born Irishman – worked for years in isolation from his father’s ground-floor,

one-bedroom flat in Ireland to become the biggest dealer of child-abuse images in the world, according to

US law enforcement.

AUG 1, 2013 

The Gardai (Ireland’s State Police Force) smashed in his door, seized his computer equipment and took

away the man reputed to be one of the most important men on the so-called Darknet, a protected sub-

layer of the internet inaccessible to normal search engines

The operation was low-key and the FBI is yet to detail the full extent of the evidence against Marques

after an arrest warrant issued in Maryland. “I can’t tell you anything,” police guarding the door told his

curious neighbors, alerted by the sounds of the violent entry.

Shortly after, a story began emerging of Marques’ possessing computer skills that led to him running a

highly successful off-book business for a decade without displaying any signs of his apparent wealth. He

is a loner who struggled to mix and complete his schooling.

He was described as the perfect neighbor in his anonymous block of 16 flats – never causing problems,

never playing loud music, and so quiet “playing computer games” that people never knew he was there.

The only time he engaged in any conversation with his neighbors was when water leaked into his flat

from his neighbour’s flat. 

 

“There was something odd about him. I had friends who lived with me for a short period who also said

that he was a bit strange,” said one neighbor

“Most of the people here you’d see going out shopping or getting their mail, but never Eric.”

Even the FBI described him as “anonymous” and his only previous link with criminality was when he
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turned investigator himself after his father became the victim of a credit-card fraud, according to

neighbors.

In the US, where prosecutors want him to stand trial on four charges linked to images of child abuse

which, if he is found guilty, could see him jailed for up to 30 years.

His family claims that nothing was found on his own computers that suggested he was personally

involved in collecting images. 

 

“All I can say is that my son is completely innocent,” his father Antonio said

Marques is said to have hosted 550 servers in Europe and allegedly ran Freedom Hosting, the

infrastructure that allowed sites to operate anonymously – including child-abuse sites such as Lolita City,

the Love Zone and PedoEmpire.

Discussion boards wondered what was next:  

 

Freedom Hosting also provided services for: 

⚠� money-laundering operations 

⚠� encrypted mail systems 

⚠� fraud forums

For allegedly supplying the computer infrastructure to allow them to work, Marques reputedly earned

thousands of pounds a month. 

 

The arrest threw a light on those who operate illegal rackets on the Darknet.

Marques, who had no previous run-ins with the law, was born in NY where his Brazilian-born father

Antonio worked in high-end interior design. 

 

Then, when Eric was 5, Antonio went to work for the Irish Rail for 15yrs after he moved the family to

Ireland, his wife’s homeland.

Marques is believed to have lived latterly in his father’s redesigned and airy Mountjoy Square flat. 

 

“He was very bland,” said one neighbor, who also declined to be named. 

 

“Everything about him was bland and quiet.”

Despite his apparent wealth – his father, a successful architect, joked that his son earned more than he

did – he displayed few signs of it other than ownership of a 4x4 car.

Eric Marques rarely socialized, according to neighbors, but joined his father when he went for after-work

drinks with his colleagues at Irish Rail before he retired in December 2010.

His father was concerned about Eric because he didn’t finish school, he was concerned about his future,

he was saying he was in his own world and quiet; not talking about much even what he was doing at

home.

Marques, whose parents were divorced, lived w his Irish mother and sister, & visited his father on wknds. 

 

The pair set up a business, Ultra Hosting, in 2005, w father & son – described as a student – as directors

& with the business HQd at the Mountjoy Square flat.

The areas of interest of the company included web hosting, domain registration, design, marketing &

consultancy services. 

 

The last accounts were lodged in November 2011 & did not show signs of economic activity, though

Marques admitted in court that he was earning substantial $.

Neighbors said that Eric Marques lived there alone after his father – bored with his life in retirement –

moved to the United Arab Emirates in 2012 to work for Etihad Rail.

Antonio, 60, was active in the residents’ association and sought to improve the area, but Eric was

different. “He never spoke, he just nodded,” said Mr Balfe.

Antonio Marques told neighbours that his son was doing work for banks. 

 



The reality, according to US law enforcement, was that he had been conspiring to distribute child abuse

images since 2008, according to the charges he faces.

Freedom Hosting’s appeal for some of its clients was its promise not to look in on the websites it was

hosting, though it stated that downloading illegal content was not allowed.  

 

However, it added: “If you choose to do so anyway, we are not responsible for your actions”

Freedom Hosting first came to public prominence in 2011 when Anonymous attacked it because of its

child-abuse sites, causing temporary disruption. Marques has not admitted being the leader of the group,

& his father told The Sunday Times that to say so was only “speculation”.

After his 2013 arrest, Marques was refused bail as he represented a flight risk. 

 

The court heard he had travelled extensively and large sums had passed through his bank accounts. His

previous trips included a flight to Brazil to visit his grandmother, said friends.

Marques also told an Irish court that he visited Romania a few times, where he had friends and an ex-

girlfriend whom he was helping out financially.  

 

Marques said he was last there a few weeks before his arrest when he withdrew €6,000 ($6,792) to help a

friend start a business.

His claims of having a girlfriend were treated with scepticism by his neighbors, who never saw him with

another person, though he sometimes left his flat late at night. 

 

The technical press said that his servers may have been held in countries such as Romania.

⚠Marques also admitted that he had used his computer to check about visas for Russia. 

 

His interest was aroused, he said, by what was happening with ⚠� Edward Snowden.

At the time of his arrest in 2013, Dublin city councillor Christy Burke, whose constituency includes

Mountjoy Square, who has previously confronted drug dealers as part of a name-and-shame campaign in

the 1980s, threatened similar tactics against Marques.

“I was absolutely appalled. If this guy gets bail and goes back, I will march on his house like we used to do

with drug dealers! He’s not welcome in my constituency,” he said. “The FBI don’t make those statements

for nothing. The sooner he goes over there, the better.”

The arrest of Eric Eoin Marques was viewed with significance, as it could be the largest strike so far by

global law enforcement against operators who have used the hidden recesses of the internet to expand

their multi-billion-pound illegal industries in drugs, arms and porn.

His arrest sent shivers across the community of web users who initially feared that a years-long FBI

inquiry had compromised the security of the Tor network, created by the US military and designed to

hide the identity of those who took part.

Half of the sites on the Tor network went down with Marques’s arrest, leading analysts and security

experts to try to discover if the identities of users, both legal and illicit, had been revealed.

While journalists and human rights activists use the network, it has also been the tool of choice for online

sellers of arms and drugs, such as the market leader *The Silk Road* which bans any use of child abuse

images.

The 2013 arrest of Marques represented an apparent uptick in the sophistication of such operations by

the US. It emerged in 2013 that agents ran a child abuse site for several weeks in 2012 to identify its

5,000 customers who shared thousands of images of children.

SRC:

Eric Eoin Marques: 28-year-old architect’s son from Dublin accused
Behind the Georgian façades of the once-grand houses of Dublin’s Mountjoy Square, outward respectable
appearances count for nothing. During its glory years, this was home to prominent businessmen, wr…

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/eric-eoin-marques-28-year-old-architect-s-son-from-dublin…

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/eric-eoin-marques-28-year-old-architect-s-son-from-dublin-accused-of-being-world-s-biggest-dealer-in-8782756.html
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https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/eric-eoin-marques-28-year-old-architect-s-son-

from-dublin-accused-of-being-world-s-biggest-dealer-in-8782756.html

From 2015: The FBI was co-operative and if officers needed to be brought over, they had already sent

agents twice to this country for bail hearings. 

 

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/crime-and-law/courts/high-court/child-porn-accused-seeks-review-

of-decision-not-to-prosecute-here-1.2272681

Child porn accused seeks review of decision not to prosecute here
Eric Eoin Marques wanted in US to face charges including distributing child images

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/crime-and-law/courts/high-court/child-porn-accused-seeks-review-of-decisio…

2015: https://www.irishtimes.com/topics/topics-7.1213540?article=true&tag_organisation=High+Court 

The High Court in Ireland ordered his extradition, which Mr Marques opposed, in December 2015.  

 

His appeal against that order was dismissed by the Court of Appeal.

June 2, 2017 

While it was intended to surrender Mr Marques to the United States on Saturday, the State was prepared

to give an undertaking not to do so until the latest legal action had been heard by the High Court.

Why can’t Eric Eoin Marques, the Irishman alleged to be world’s largest facilitator of child pornography,

be put on trial in Ireland? 

 

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/crime-and-law/why-irishman-is-to-be-extradited-to-us-on-child-

pornography-charges-1.3832931

Why Irishman is to be extradited to US on child pornography charges
FBI gathered almost all evidence against Eric Eoin Marques, who wanted Irish trial

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/crime-and-law/why-irishman-is-to-be-extradited-to-us-on-child-pornography-…

That was the primary question posed during a six-year legal battle that came to an end on Wednesday

when the Irish Supreme Court rejected his final appeal, clearing the way for his extradition to the US.

Marques (33) is an Irish citizen; has an Irish mother and has lived in Ireland since a young age. He lived

in there during all of his offending. He was arrested there, at the instigation of the FBI, and the only

physical evidence against him, his home computer, was seized there.

In the case of Marques, it was the opinion of the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) that he should

face no charges in Ireland. The DPP operates in near-complete secrecy in how it comes to its decisions, a

policy upheld in a series of judgements in the Marques case.

Nearly all of the evidence against him was gathered by the FBI, meaning the use of such evidence in an

Irish court would have been, at the very least, open to challenge.

Though, these obstacles would have been moot if the DPP accepted Marques’s offer, made shortly after

his 2013 arrest, to plead guilty to the charges if prosecuted in Ireland.

Marques’s reasoning for wanting to face trial in Ireland rather than the US is easier to figure out. If
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convicted there the max sentence would be 14y. With the mitigation of a guilty plea, along w up to one-

third remission, he would likely only spend a fraction of that in prison.

In the US he could face up to 30 years in federal prison on each of the four charges against him.

He is accused of renting out his vast network of servers to websites such as Lolita City and PedoEmpire

which trade in the buying and selling of the most extreme forms of child abuse material.

He is also alleged to have profited greatly from this activity, earning €1.15 million over a five-year period.

In 2013, FBI exploited a 0-day vulnerability in Firefox to seize control over a Dark Web network of child

porn sites. The owner, Eric Marques – was arrested in Ireland later that year on a US warrant & has been

in custody ever since 

https://krebsonsecurity.com/2019/03/alleged-child-porn-lord-faces-us-extradition/

This week, Ireland’s Supreme Court cleared the way for Marques to be extradited to the United States.

He is wanted on four charges linked to hidden child porn sites like “Lolita City” and “PedoEmpire,” which

the government says were extremely violent, graphic and depicting the rape and torture of pre-pubescent

children.

Investigators allege that sites on Freedom Hosting had thousands of customers, and earned Marques

more than $1.5 million.

For years Freedom Hosting had developed a reputation as a safe haven for hosting child porn.  

 

Marques allegedly operated Freedom Hosting as a turnkey solution for Web sites that hide their true

location using Tor, an online anonymity tool.

The sites could only be accessed using the Tor Browser Bundle, which is built on the Firefox Web

browser.

Aug. 4, 2013 

 

U.S. federal agents exploited a previously unknown vulnerability in Firefox version 17 that allowed them

to identify the true Internet addresses and computer names of people using Tor Browser to visit the child

porn sites at Freedom Hosting.

Irish public media service RTE reported in 2013 that Marques briefly regained access to one of his

hosting servers even after the FBI had seized control over it and changed the password, briefly locking

the feds out of the system.

https://www.rte.ie/news/2013/0912/473824-eric-eoin-marques/

Child pornography suspect to learn bail decision
A 28-year-old Irish man wanted in the United States and described by an FBI Special Agent as "the largest
facilitator of child porn on the planet" will find out tomorrow if he is going to be released…

https://www.rte.ie/news/2013/0912/473824-eric-eoin-marques/

As Wired.com observed at the time, “in addition to the wrestling match over Freedom Hosting’s servers... 

 

**Marques allegedly dove for his laptop when the police raided him, in an effort to shut it down.”

Marques, who holds dual Irish-US citizenship, was denied bail and held pending his nearly six-year

appeal process to contest his extradition.  

 

FBI investigators told the courts they feared he would try to destroy evidence and/or flee the country.

⚠ FBI agents testified that Marques had made inquiries about how to get a visa and entry into Russia

and set up residence and citizenship there.

“My suspicion is he was trying to look for a place to reside to make it the most difficult to be extradited to

the US,” 

 

�FBI Special Agent Brooke Donahue to an Irish court in 2013.

Even before the FBI testified in court about its actions, clues began to emerge that the Firefox exploit
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used to record the true Internet address of Freedom Hosting visitors *was developed specifically for US

federal investigators. 😎

Reverse engineer Vlad Tsrklevich concluded that bc the payload of the Firefox exploit didn’t download or

execute any secondary backdoor or commands “it’s very likely that this is being operated by an [law

enforcement agency] and not by blackhats.” tsyrklevich.net/tbb_payload.txt

Sept 12, 2013 

FBI acknowledges that it secretly took control of Freedom Hosting last July, days before the servers of

the largest provider of ultra-anonymous hosting were found to be serving custom malware designed to

identify visitors. 

https://www.wired.com/2013/09/freedom-hosting-fbi/

FBI Admits It Controlled Tor Servers Behind Mass Malware Attack
It wasn't ever seriously in doubt, but the FBI yesterday acknowledged that it secretly took control of Freedom
Hosting last July, days before the servers of the largest provider of ultra-anonymous ho…

https://www.wired.com/2013/09/freedom-hosting-fbi/

Freedom Hosting's operator, Eric Eoin MARQUES, had rented the servers from an UNNAMED

commercial HOSTING PROVIDER in FRANCE, and paid for them from a bank account in LAS VEGAS.

It's not clear how the FBI took over the servers in late July 2013, but the bureau was temporarily

thwarted when Marques somehow regained access and changed the passwords, briefly locking out the

FBI until it gained back control.

The new details emerged in local press reports from a bail hearing in Dublin, Ireland, where Marques,

28, was fighting extradition to America on charges that Freedom Hosting facilitated child pornography

on a massive scale.

Special Agent Brooke Donahue of the FBI told Patrick McGrath SC for the AG that Marques was paying

for web-space to host child abuse material sites & 

** had control over a number of them.** 

https://www.rte.ie/news/2013/0912/473824-eric-eoin-marques/

Child pornography suspect to learn bail decision
A 28-year-old Irish man wanted in the United States and described by an FBI Special Agent as "the largest
facilitator of child porn on the planet" will find out tomorrow if he is going to be released…

https://www.rte.ie/news/2013/0912/473824-eric-eoin-marques/

Marques has been previously refused bail on the grounds that he presented a possible flight risk and it

was feared he would destroy evidence, "particularly computer evidence".

FBI SA Brooke Donahue said he feared that if bailed, Marques would get on the internet and "make

contact with co-conspirators". 

 

https://www.rte.ie/news/2013/0912/473824-eric-eoin-marques/

Child pornography suspect to learn bail decision
A 28-year-old Irish man wanted in the United States and described by an FBI Special Agent as "the largest
facilitator of child porn on the planet" will find out tomorrow if he is going to be released…

https://www.rte.ie/news/2013/0912/473824-eric-eoin-marques/

FBI SA Donahue stated that Marques had two US bank accounts, one in Ireland and two Paypal accounts

and there had been transactions **in excess of $1.5m.**

He had been looking up information online about how to obtain Russian citizenship, and an examination

of his computer had shown he had a scanned image of a US passport **with which he had been trying to

buy website hosting space from a Russian company.**
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"He was trying to look for a place to reside to make it most difficult to be extradited to the United States,"

said Special Agent Donahue, who is part of the FBI's violent crime against children unit.

Marques’ atty said Marques had looked up information on Russian citizenship out of curiosity about

former US NSA employee Edward Snowden, who had been in the news...

But FBI Special Agent Donahue said the difference was that Snowden had been looking for asylum in

Russia not to be *granted citizenship.*

Freedom Hosting was a provider of turnkey “Tor hidden service” sites — special sites, with addresses

ending in .onion, that hide their geographic location behind layers of routing & can be reached only over

the Tor anonymity network.

https://www.wired.com/2013/09/freedom-hosting-fbi/

FBI Admits It Controlled Tor Servers Behind Mass Malware Attack
It wasn't ever seriously in doubt, but the FBI yesterday acknowledged that it secretly took control of Freedom
Hosting last July, days before the servers of the largest provider of ultra-anonymous ho…

https://www.wired.com/2013/09/freedom-hosting-fbi/

Tor hidden services are used by sites that need to evade surveillance or protect users' privacy to an

extraordinary degree – including human rights groups & journalists. 

 

But they also appeal to serious criminal elements, child-pornography traders among them.

On August 4, 2013 all the sites hosted by Freedom Hosting – some with no connection to child porn –

began serving an error message with hidden code embedded in the page

https://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2013/08/freedom-hosting/

 

Security researchers dissected the code & found it exploited a security hole in Firefox to identify users of

the Tor Browser Bundle, reporting back to a mysterious server in Northern Va. 

 

The FBI was the obvious suspect, but declined to comment.

Feds Are Suspects in New Malware That Attacks Tor Anonymity
Security researchers tonight are poring over a piece of malicious software that takes advantage of a Firefox
security vulnerability to identify some users of the privacy-protecting Tor anonymity netw…

https://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2013/08/freedom-hosting/

But FBI Supervisory Special Agent J. Brooke Donahue was more forthcoming when he appeared in the

Irish court to bolster the case for keeping Marques behind bars, according to local press reports.

Freedom Hosting has long been notorious for allowing child porn to live on its servers. In 2011,

Anonymous singled out the service for DDoS attacks after finding the firm hosted 95% of the child porn

hidden services on the Tor network.

The apparent “FBI-malware attack” was first noticed on August 4, 2013 when all of the hidden service

sites hosted by Freedom Hosting began displaying a “Down for Maintenance” message. That included at

least some lawful websites, such as the secure email provider TorMail.

Some visitors looking at the source code of the maintenance page realized that it included a hidden

iframe tag that loaded a mysterious clump of Javascript code from a Verizon Business internet address.

By midday, that day, the code was being circulated and dissected all over the net. Mozilla confirmed the

code exploited a critical memory management vulnerability in Firefox that was publicly reported on June

25, 2013.

Though many older revisions of Firefox were vulnerable to that bug, the malware only targeted Firefox 17

ESR, the version of Firefox that forms the basis of the Tor Browser Bundle – the easiest, most user-

friendly package for using the Tor anonymity network.

That made it clear early on that the attack was focused specifically on de-anonymizing Tor users.

Perhaps the strongest evidence that the attack was a law enforcement or intelligence operation was the
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limited functionality of the malware. 

 

The heart of the malicious Javascript was a tiny Windows executable hidden in a variable named

“Magneto.”

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D2bfcRhWoAEr6Wq.jpg

A TRADITIONAL virus would use that executable to download and install a full-featured backdoor, so

the hacker could come in later and steal passwords, enlist the computer in a DDoS botnet, and generally

do all the other nasty things that happen to a hacked Windows box.

But the Magneto code didn't download anything. It looked up the victim’s MAC address – a unique

hardware identifier for the computer’s network or Wi-Fi card – and the victim's Windows hostname.

oopsie.

Then it sent it to a server in Northern Virginia server, bypassing Tor, to expose the user's real IP address,

coding the transmission as a standard HTTP web request. 😁

The malware also sent a serial number that likely ties the target to his or her visit to the hacked Freedom

Hosting-hosted website.

The official IP allocation records from the American Registry for Internet Numbers show: 

▪ the 2 Magneto-related IPs were part of a ghost block of 8 addresses that have no org listed 

▪ traced to the Verizon Business data center in Ashburn, Va, 20mi NW of the Capital Beltway

The code's behavior, and the command-and-control server's Virginia placement, is also consistent with

what's known about the FBI’s "computer and internet protocol address verifier," or CIPAV, the law

enforcement spyware first reported by WIRED in 2007.

https://www.wired.com/politics/law/news/2007/07/fbi_spyware

FBI's Secret Spyware Tracks Down Teen Who Made Bomb Threats
FBI agents trying to track the source of e-mailed bomb threats against a Washington high school last month
sent the suspect a secret surveillance program designed to surreptitiously monitor him and r…

https://www.wired.com/politics/law/news/2007/07/fbi_spyware

The FBI has been using the CIPAV since 2002 against hackers, online sexual predators, extortionists, and

others, primarily to identify suspects who are disguising their location using proxy servers or anonymity

services, like Tor.

Documents: FBI Spyware Has Been Snaring Extortionists, Hackers for Years
A sophisticated FBI-produced spyware program has played a crucial behind-the-scenes role in federal
investigations into extortion plots, terrorist threats and hacker attacks in cases stretching back …

https://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2009/04/fbi-spyware-pro/
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Prior to the Freedom Hosting attack, the code had been used sparingly, which kept it from leaking out

and being analyzed.
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